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1. Colour half the shape.                                I coloured            squares. 

                                                               Half of 6 = 

 

2. Colour a quarter of the shape.                      I coloured           squares. 

                                                        A quarter of 8 = 

 

 

3. Colour a third of the shape.                         I coloured            squares. 

                                                            A third of 9 = 

 

4. Colour half the shape.                                I coloured            squares. 

                                                            A half of 20 = 

 

4. Colour three quarters of                              
   the shape.                                                I coloured            squares. 

                                                 Three quarters of 8 = 

Try these fraction questions. Colour the fractions of the 

shapes and say how many small squares you coloured. 
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1. Colour half the shape.                                I coloured            squares. 

                                                               Half of 4 = 

 

2. Colour a quarter of the shape.                      I coloured           squares. 

                                                        A quarter of 12 = 

 

 

3. Colour a third of the shape.                         I coloured            squares. 

                                                           A third of 15 = 

 

4. Colour half the shape.                                I coloured            squares. 

                                                          A half of 16 = 

 

4. Colour three quarters of                              
   the shape.                                                I coloured            squares. 

                                               Three quarters of 12 = 

Try these fraction questions. Colour the fractions of the 

shapes and say how many small squares you coloured. 

Try these fraction questions. Colour the fractions of the 

shapes and say how many small squares you coloured. 
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1. Colour half the shape.                                I coloured            squares. 

                                                               Half of 8 = 

 

2. Colour a quarter of the shape.                      I coloured           squares. 

                                                       A quarter of 16 = 

 

 

3. Colour a third of the shape.                        I coloured            squares. 

                                                           A third of 12 = 

 

4. Colour half the shape.                                I coloured            squares. 

                                                          A half of 10 = 

 

4. Colour three quarters of                              
   the shape.                                                I coloured            squares. 

                                               Three quarters of 4 = 

Try these fraction questions. Colour the fractions of the 

shapes and say how many small squares you coloured. 

Try these fraction questions. Colour the fractions of the 

shapes and say how many small squares you coloured. 
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1. Colour half the shape.                                I coloured            squares. 

                                                               Half of 14 = 

 

2. Colour a third of the shape.                         I coloured            squares. 

                                                           A third of 6 = 

 

 

3. Colour a quarter of the shape.                      I coloured           squares. 

                                                       A quarter of 20 = 

 

4. Colour half the shape.                                I coloured            squares. 

                                                          A half of 10 = 

 

4. Colour three quarters of                              
   the shape.                                                I coloured            squares. 

                                               Three quarters of 16 = 

Try these fraction questions. Colour the fractions of the 

shapes and say how many small squares you coloured. 

Try these fraction questions. Colour the fractions of the 

shapes and say how many small squares you coloured. 
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1.  3 squares coloured.    3 

2.  2 squares coloured.    2 

3.  3 squares coloured.    3 

4.  10 squares coloured.    10 

5.  6 squares coloured.    6 
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1.  2 squares coloured.    2 

2.  3 squares coloured.    3 

3.  5 squares coloured.    5 

4.  8 squares coloured.    8 

5.  9 squared coloured.    9 
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1.  4 squares coloured.    4 

2.  4 squares coloured.    4 

3.  4 squares coloured.    4 

4.  5 squares coloured.    5 

5.  3 squares coloured.    3 
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1.  7 squares coloured.    7 

2.  2 squares coloured.    2 

3.  5 squares coloured.    5 

4.  5 squares coloured.    5 

5.  12 squares coloured.  12 

 


